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Abstract: This paper presents IRONEDGE, an architectural framework that can be used in different
edge Stream Processing solutions for “Smart Infrastructure” scenarios, on a case-by-case basis. The
architectural framework identifies the common components that any such solution should implement
and a generic processing pipeline. In particular, the framework is considered in the context of a
study case regarding Internet of Things (IoT) devices to be attached to rolling stock in a railway.
A lack of computation and storage resources available in edge devices and infrequent network
connectivity are not often seen in the existing literature, but were considered in this paper. Two
distinct implementations of IRONEDGE were considered and tested. One, identified as Apache
Kafka with Kafka Connect (K0-WC), uses Kafka Connect to pass messages from MQ Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) to Apache Kafka. The second scenario, identified as Apache Kafka with No
Kafka Connect (K1-NC), allows Apache Storm to consume messages directly. When the data rate
increased, K0-WC showed low throughput resulting from high losses, whereas K1-NC displayed an
increase in throughput, but did not match the input rate for the Data Reports. The results showed
that the framework can be used for defining new solutions for edge Stream Processing scenarios
and identified a reference implementation for the considered study case. In future work, the authors
propose to extend the evaluation of the architectural variation of K1-NC.

Keywords: smart infrastructure; edge computing; Stream Processing; Apache Storm; Apache Kafka

1. Introduction

Currently, there is a growing ecosystem of solutions described as being “smart” in a
wide array of distinct domains [1]. These solutions, ranging from “Smart Agriculture” and
“Smart Industry” to “Smart Cities” and “Smart Infrastructure”, all share a common context
and approach. Technology has enabled the creation of digitally connected environments
at a lower cost during the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0 [2]), resulting in
rapid technological advancements. Using Internet of Things (IoT) devices to sensorize
environments and collect data on the status of assets, a common approach focuses on
monitoring critical assets. This collection of data, sometimes in large volumes, can be
referred to as Streams of Data. Consequently, organizations need to process them in time to
support critical decisions [3].

Under the umbrella of “Smart solutions”, an area of particular concern is that of “Smart
Infrastructure” [4,5]. “Smart Infrastructure” can at times overlap with “Smart Cities” when
applied as a concept in urban areas, with some authors considering “Smart Cities” as a sub-
type of “Smart Infrastructure” [5], but more broadly covering all types of basic public and
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private infrastructure, such as: (i) water distribution infrastructure, (ii) electricity distribution
infrastructure, (iii) transportation infrastructure, and (iv) telecommunication infrastructure.

In the given domains, it is easy to identify areas that are of critical importance, requir-
ing outstanding planning and close monitoring on a continuous basis. Let us consider the
example of a transportation infrastructure, the railway, as it is representative of several
restrictions (such as limited resources and unreliable networking) imposed on the mon-
itoring IoT solution [6]. Railways face a number of safety threats, including rockfalls on
rocky slopes and other materials falling onto the rail, flat wheels, and mechanical failures.
A number of IoT sensors can be attached to rolling stock to capture quality data in real-time.
Detecting conditions and Events that need attention must be performed quickly. Central-
ized processing is limited by connectivity restrictions, the large volume of data generated
by monitoring systems, as well as the latency restrictions. Thus, the data processing should
take place close to the collection of data, at the edge, in order to reduce the latency of the
responses [7]. According to [8], one way to tackle this research challenge is to define a layer
of edge computing [9], where a subset of data may be better handled by Stream Processing.
In spite of some proposals in the literature regarding architectures for edge processing,
e.g., [10], many do not take connectivity restrictions into account, nor do they consider
the space and computation constraints imposed by edge solutions in many domains. Fur-
thermore, there is a lack of literature on real-time processing of IoT stream data with high
demands on throughput and latency.

In the described context, the authors considered the need to define an architecture
representative of a typical Stream Processing solution at the edge, with this architecture
used as an evaluation basis in a test environment with limited computational and storage
resources. The proposed architecture is expanded as a reusable framework, where the
components represent common functionalities in edge Stream Processing solutions. Each
component, and the relationships between components, is then specified according to the
requirements of each case under consideration. This architectural framework is referred to
in the paper as IRONEDGE. Taking railway infrastructure sensing as a guiding thread, the
study was designed to be closer to real-world applications. This resulted in the specification
of the IRONEDGE framework. The proposed case study does not fit within the constraints
of the existing literature. This is because the equipment to be added to the rolling stock has
limitations in terms of size and energy use and, as such, limitations to computation and
storage. Additionally, it is not possible to guarantee a stable network connection during an
entire voyage.

Summarizing, the paper focused on the following research questions:

Q1: “What are the common components/functions that an edge Stream Processing frame-
work should have to be reusable?”

Q2: “What should be the considered implementation for the referenced case study?”
Q3: “What is the processing upper limit for the chosen implementation, while minimizing

global loss of messages from IoT devices?”

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

1. Section 2 discusses existing research work and provides the background on the
considered technologies;

2. Section 3 presents the proposed architectural approach and technological alternatives;
3. Section 4 describes the testing environment and methodology;
4. Section 5 presents and discusses the obtained results, as well as points out future work

directions.

2. Background and Related Work

Considering the context for the IRONEDGE framework, this section provides back-
ground information and related work, on the development of Stream Processing solutions
at the edge, for “Smart Infrastructure” use cases.
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2.1. IoT and Edge Computing for “Smart Infrastructure”

Expanding on the previously given definition, “Smart Infrastructure” covers a wide
array of domains that, in some way, support both the daily lives of individuals in particular
and the economy in general. Considering specific domain areas in “Smart Infrastructure”,
we can consider:

(1) Water distribution infrastructure (“Smart Water”);
(2) Electricity distribution infrastructure (“Smart Energy”);
(3) Transportation infrastructure (“Smart Transportation”);
(4) Telecommunication infrastructure (“Smart Communications”).

In all domains, there is a common approach to resource management, where resources
are continuously monitored. Continuous monitoring, or more accurately, the flow of data
created by continuous monitoring, allows organizations to react appropriately to changes
in the state of managed resources. This is true whether they occur quickly or slowly.

The creation of data flows describing the state of resources is typically enabled by
Internet of Things (IoT) devices integrated into the resources, or positioned close to them.
These kinds of devices generally have limited computational, storage, and energy resources.
Their limitations force them to delegate the task of handling the data they themselves
produce to other components that receive the collected data. While a single sensor in a
single device may produce small volumes of data, the aggregation of many sensors in all
devices required for “Smart Infrastructure” quickly grows to very significant levels.

When considering approaches to handle large volumes of data continuously produced by
IoT devices, a simple, yet reasonable approach is to simply divide the data into smaller subsets
that can be easily processed more closely to their source, by some processing nodes [8,11,12].
The method is more efficient than transferring all data to a centralized location, but it may
have high latencies and may be challenging to scale, as the number of IoT devices increases [9].
Depending on how close to the sources of data these nodes are located, these approaches are
refereed to as edge computing, for a higher level of aggregation, or fog computing [13], in
contrast to cloud computing, for a lower level of aggregation.

Even when considering the advantages of this approach, a centralized processing step
may still be required, for example for monitoring the resource’s status, detecting Events
at the edges of the zones of responsibility of multiple nodes, distributing alerts, or simply
persisting processed data redundantly. For this set of needs, data may be filtered, reducing
the data transfer costs, and enriched with the local context available only to each node. In
summary, a three-layer architecture, similar to the one shown in Figure 1, is common in
edge-computing-based solutions [11].

Figure 1. Three-layer architecture for edge-computing-based solutions. Adapted from [11].

In the context of “Smart solutions”, collecting data from IoT devices, there is, naturally,
an unbounded stream of data continuously arriving at each node. The rate at which data
arrive to the nodes differs between devices and usage cases, and it is not necessarily known
when its is triggered by Events in the monitored resources. As a result, solutions based
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on Asynchronous Messaging Middleware (AMM) and Stream Processing are commonly
employed for transferring and processing data as part of the three-layer architecture
depicted in Figure 1.

2.2. Stream Processing

The term Stream Processing refers to a distributed computing paradigm that supports
the gathering, processing, and analysis of high-volume, heterogeneous, continuous data
streams to extract insights and actionable results in real-time [14]. The paradigm is well
suited to data that are received at some rate in an unbounded fashion, with no set start or
end, requiring extraction of knowledge as the data arrive. This exists within the world of
Big Data, as a response to processing challenges of earlier batch-based paradigms, such
as MapReduce [15], which are unable to handle this on their own. A number of Stream
Processing systems have been proposed and developed, both in industrial contexts and
academic research, such as Apache Storm [16,17], Apache Flink [18], Apache Spark [19],
and Kafka Streams [20].

2.3. Asynchronous Messaging Middleware

The term Asynchronous Messaging Middleware (AMM) is here used to describe a
set of closely related technologies that share the characteristic of handling the delivery
of some data element, a message, in an asynchronous fashion. These include solutions
more typically described as messages queues (e.g., RabbitMQ [21]), as Publish/Subscribe
solutions (e.g., Apache Pulsar [22]), and as Event stream platforms (Apache Kafka [23–26]),
albeit that these categories overlap depending on the details of each solution.

Besides supporting Stream Processing solutions, the usage of an AMM also allows
communication between other components in the system. These components may also
be the IoT devices themselves or be located in other processing nodes. This type of
communication offers a number of advantages [27], such as:

(1) Not all components need to be available at the same time. If a component is unavail-
able, it may consume the message at a later date;

(2) They offer a queuing service to handle temporary bursts of messages or may drop
messages above a set threshold;

(3) Differing delivery guaranties, depending on the implementation details.

Of particular note is the fact that some AMMs, such as Apache Kafka, can be configured
to provide persistent message storage, allowing for their easy integration as the persistence
layer of a system. This is publishing a message to transmit it to other components, which is
the same operation as storing the message for future consumption. If queries akin to those
offered by actual databases are required, systems such as ksqlDB [28], for Apache Kafka,
may be used. ksqlDB, in particular, offers an interface equivalent to the Structure Query
Language (SQL).

2.4. Related Work

The combination of IoT devices and edge computing for “Smart Infrastructure” is
already widely present in the literature. Reference [29] presented a case study addressing
road accidents in India. To reduce the number of accidents, the authors proposed a model
for detecting potholes by analyzing streams from security cameras present on roads. In
addition, they proposed a set of sensors to monitor the behavior of vehicles. To support
the large computational and storage requirements, the authors recommended that the data
be divided among edge nodes responsible for the initial detection of abnormal Events.
This would filter the data sent to the Cloud Layer. Reference [30] described the challenges
related to managing energy in scenarios of collaborating microgrids and developed a
system based on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano Developer Kit for defining edge nodes that
collect and process data from a set of sensors at the premises of each participant in the
micro-grid. After initial processing, the Data Points are aggregated in a Cloud Layer
through MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [31]. SLedge [32] is an edge Stream Processing
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architecture, centered on Apache Storm [17], optimized for disaster response scenarios. A
model for efficiently distributing tasks over fog computing infrastructure, edge nodes, and
mobile devices was provided. For an image recognition scenario, the authors concluded
that an edge Stream Processing architecture can provide a reduction of more than five-times
the Event processing latency, when compared to an equivalent architecture relying only on
cloud-based processing.

An approach orchestrated over Kubernetes [33] was presented in [10], with a reference
architecture for processing IoT device data in urban infrastructure monitoring scenarios.
While not specific to edge processing use cases, the authors proposed it may be applied
at any scale, whether at the Cloud Layer or even the fog layer. For this approach, the
authors combined the usage of an MQTT broker, to consume data from IoT devices, with
the usage of Apache Kafka as both an AMM and as the storage layer of the solution (by
integrating the usage of ksqlDB) to be used by some Stream Processing solution. The
authors further proposed the classification of work to be applied over IoT-collected data
into two generalizable jobs: (i) A data enrichment job; (ii) An analytics job. For the proposed
combination of the architecture and jobs, the authors performed scalability and reliability
testing. The number of nodes was increased in order to increase the throughput. A second
approach defined over both Kubernetes and Apache Kafka is that of CEFIoT [34], where
a fault-tolerant architecture with four processing stages was presented. The four stages
were divided into an edge and a Cloud Layer, each with multiple nodes, and work was
coordinated between the stages for a surveillance camera study case.

In the existing literature, it is also possible to identify solutions that combine Apache
Kafka with Apache Storm in IoT scenarios, such as [35,36]. Both papers presented solutions
in the context of industrial manufacturing, where Apache Kafka and Apache Storm were
combined to create a scalable Stream Processing pipeline, demonstrating the applicability
of the technologies in processing data from IoT devices. They did not, however, approach
their respective scenarios from a edge processing point of view. The performance analysis
carried out in [36] is of particular interest, but the resources allocated to the set of servers
were above what is expected of IRONEDGE in a single edge node deployment.

In terms of approaches that make more detailed considerations regarding limited
resources and connectivity issues, one could consider [2,37]. In [37], the authors proposed a
scheme for optimal topology formation in edge deployment scenarios, minimizing the delay
between IoT nodes and the assigned edge node while efficiently distributing workloads
among nodes; this scheme had, as a side effect, a reduction in energy usage. Such a scheme,
however, assumes that the workloads may be distributed among a set of edge nodes, which
may communicate among each other and whose placement may vary in order to achieve
the optimal placement. In [2], the authors proposed an affordable edge processing solution
for fast early warning. With the objective of reducing the cost associated with the edge
devices, the authors made considerations to increase its efficiency and achieved a working
solution for highly constrained resources. The authors also identified the optimal scenario
for balancing CPU utilization and latency. Their study, however, did not extend to memory
usage, nor did it try to identify upper processing limits, in terms of maximum messages
per second, nor did it consider the need to gather the data in the cloud.

The above-cited papers considered solutions applicable to Stream Processing solu-
tions at the edge for different use cases; however, they mostly did not consider both the
restrictions imposed by limited resources in a single edge node and the need to support a
scenario with interrupted connectivity to a central Cloud Layer. For the first two papers,
no evaluation was made of the upper processing limits for the proposed edge architec-
tures. There were no considerations regarding resource usage or network connectivity. For
SLedge [32], the evaluation did not find the upper processing limits, but compared the
processing latency for real use cases. In [10], the reliability and scalability of the proposed
architecture were evaluated, but the evaluation considered at least four nodes to distribute
the work. For CEFIoT [34], there was no evaluation on the processing limits for the ar-
chitecture. References [35,36] may serve as a guiding thread in using Apache Kafka with
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Apache Storm, but do not qualify as a edge processing solution. For [37], the scheme was a
valuable solution when planing and optimizing the placement of networks of IoT and edge
nodes. However, the solution is not applicable to solutions where alternative placements
are not a viable solution, that is uses cases where existing constraints limit the number,
placement, and assignment of edge nodes. Due to this context, the testing was carried out
considering a simulated network of at least 50 edge nodes, and not a single real edge node
with limited resources. The authors in [2] came closer to what is intended for IRONEDGE,
but did not fully access the processing limits that the proposed edge nodes possess and
the infrequent connectivity. Additionally, it used a Stream Processing approach. Table 1
summarizes the discussed papers and presents if each topic was approached/included in
the corresponding paper.

Table 1. A summary of papers that were considered in the Related Work Section.

Paper Local
Orchestration Edge Stream Processing AMM Limited Computing Intermittent

Connectivity

Bhogaraju et al. [29] No Yes No No No No

Nammouchi et al. [30] No Yes No Yes (MQTT) No No

Hidalgo et al. [32] Partially Yes Yes (Apache Storm) No
Yes (Only latency.
Offloads to mobile
devices)

No

Geldenhuys et al. [10] Yes No (Adaptable) Yes (Apache Flink) Yes (MQTT/Apache
Kafka) Partially (only cluster) Partially (only

cluster)

Javed et al. [34] Yes Yes No Yes (Apache Kafka) Partially (not evaluated) Partially (not
evaluated)

Syafrudin et al. [35] No No Yes (Apache Storm) Yes (Apache Kafka) No No

Syafrudin et al. [36] No No Yes (Apache Storm) Yes (Apache Kafka) No (performance for
cloud scenario) No

Gauttam et al. [37] No Yes No No Partially (only cluster) Yes

Syafrudin et al. [2] No Yes No No Partially No

We propose that the upper processing limits, in terms of messages successfully pro-
cessed, be evaluated for a scenario where a single node is available and where the architec-
ture should consider intermittent network connectivity to the cloud, without the possibility
of offloading the computation to other edge nodes. The evaluation used the proposed
framework to support a real study case based on railway infrastructure sensing [6].

3. Proposed Architectural Framework

For Research Question Q1 and to develop an architecture that can be easily adapted
to different use cases while remaining comparable, we developed a framework named
IRONEDGE. Following the current design practices for distributed processing in “Smart
Infrastructure” scenarios [8,11,12], we identified the need to split the work over a number
of nodes in an Edge Layer. Thus, a number of common capabilities should be present in
every node of the Edge Layer. This set of capabilities is combined to define the common
data flow in the edge node and generically identified as:

(1) The capability to collect data from Data Sources, the Data Collection;
(2) The capability to execute processing over the collected data, the Stream Processing;
(3) The capability to store some local state, the Local Storage;
(4) The capability to replicate obtained results, an Event Output;
(5) The previous capabilities are supported by an interconnecting layer allowing for

message passing between components, an Asynchronous Messaging Middleware.

Consider Figure 2, which represents the logical architecture of the components offering
the listed capabilities, for a single IRONEDGE node.
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Figure 2. High-level overview of the proposed framework, identifying the fundamental set of
components: Data Collection, Stream Processing, Local Storage, Event Output.

Under this framework, each IRONEDGE node is responsible for a variable number of
Data Sources and will act as the first layer for the aggregation and processing of data, before
transmissions to the second layer. This corresponds to the middle layer (the edge/fog
nodes) in Figure 1. Each Data Source may be either some Internet of Things (IoT) device or
some other element capable of interfacing with the chosen Data Collection implementation.
In the IRONEDGE framework, a single message containing data from a single source is
designated as a Data Report.

The capabilities offered by the Data Collection component are the first step in the flow
of data, allowing for the collection of data from the corresponding Data Sources. The Data
Reports are to be delivered to the Stream Processing component. This second component
is the central component of any implementation of the framework and is responsible for
the extraction of knowledge from the gathered Data Reports. The extracted knowledge
resulting from a set of Data Reports is designated as an Event. A generic pipeline for
processing Data Reports into Events is presented in Section 3.1.

An Event Output component implements the interface in some secondary layer, gen-
erally assumed to be a Cloud Layer. This Cloud Layer may offer long-term storage, further
enrichment and processing by aggregating Events from multiple IRONEDGE nodes, as
well as propagating alerts resulting from the Events. As such, the Event Output component
collects the output Events resulting from the Stream Processing component and transmits
the Events to the Cloud Layer. The definition and implementation of the Cloud Layer, or a
similar layer, is outside the scope of this paper. The components identified so far require
two additional capabilities. The distribution of data between components is supported by
an AMM. In addition, Local Storage allows components, such as Stream Processing, to store
local context and previous Data Reports/Events for later processing. While this framework
is a higher level of the architecture of such a node, the set of identified capabilities is a
unifying factor in this type of solution. Two detailed implementations of the framework
are presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. Generic Pipeline for Stream Processing

The Stream Processing component represents any processing that will be applied to
the received Data Reports, so as to acquire the corresponding Events. For different use
cases where the IRONEDGE framework is applied, the implementation details of this
component will differ in two dimensions: (i) The Stream Processing system chosen for
the implementation in a given use case (e.g., Apache Storm, Apache Flink, among others);
(ii) The nature of the steps that needed to produce Events for a given Data Source. In order
to simplify the development of customized solutions under the IRONEDGE framework, a
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generic pipeline for any smart infrastructure use case is provided. This pipeline makes no
assumptions about the implementation details of any component, but can be applied to any
Stream Processing system. Additionally, the usage of a common model to define processing
pipelines has, as a secondary advantage, minimizing the effect of different requirements in
the use cases. This is when comparing the performance of different implementations of the
IRONEDGE framework.

Consider the proposed pipeline, as presented in Figure 3, in the context of the high-
level overview of the architecture. The set of steps included in the pipeline can be described
as follows:

(1) Input Stage—Read data from the Data Collection component, with no transformations
applied. Messages should be tagged with the current timestamp;

(2) Mapping Stage—Data Reports are parsed and mapped into a use-case-specific Data
Model, a Data Point. Additional context may be fetched from the Local Storage;

(3) Windowing Stage—Data Points are grouped by common characteristics in the use
case (e.g., time intervals, geographic area);

(4) Aggregation Stage—The created groupings are aggregated into a data aggregate;
(5) Predictive Stage—Given a data aggregate, a use-case-specific predictive model is ap-

plied, which allows the detection and classification of Events. Additional parameters
may be fetched or stored in the Local Storage;

(6) Output Stage—The resulting Events are output into the Event Output component.

Figure 3. Processing pipeline for approximation of workloads. Including connections with Local
Storage and external components.

3.2. Case Study of the Ferrovia 4.0 Project

Starting from the previous framing for IRONEDGE as a reusable framework, a specific
use case considered for the implementation and performance comparison is that of the
Ferrovia 4.0 [6] project [6]. This implementation aimed to answer Research Question Q2.
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The Ferrovia 4.0 project aims at building a new, smarter, and more sustainable gen-
eration of rail systems. When considering a railway, there are a number of safety threats
that may affect it. These include the falling of stones and other materials onto the rail,
slow movements of nearby slopes, and the development of mechanical failures over time.
As a part of this objective, the project plans to enable a widespread monitoring system
for railway infrastructures, covering both IoT devices on-board the train carriages and
IoT devices positioned throughout the infrastructure of the railway system, as shown in
Figure 4. As such, it can be considered an example of “Smart Infrastructure”. The exact set
of sensors and distinct processing flows to be integrated may vary throughout the lifetime
of the project. As a consequence, the proposed architecture should be able to support
multiple heterogeneous Data Sources and multiple pipelines, where the volume of Data
Reported for each pipeline may reach thousands per second. Similarly, the protocols to
use in communication with both the devices and the Cloud Layer may vary through the
lifetime of the project or even a single trip of the rolling stock. As an initial implementation
case, the usage of LoRa-based IoT devices as the Data Sources was assumed, integrated
with a co-located gateway, which will make the received messages available though MQ
Telemetry Transport (MQTT). The wireless communication protocols used for connectivity
with the Cloud Layer will depend on available coverage throughout the railway to create
the communication link and will rely on a combination of 3G, 4G, 5G, and WiFi connectivity.
As further explored in Section 3.2.2, the protocol used over this link is Apache Kafka, while
the usage of MQTT is an efficient choice for supporting IoT devices.

Figure 4. High-level view of sensor integration for Ferrovia 4.0.

Ferrovia 4.0 is a real-life use case that presents limitations not commonly considered
in the literature. The IRONEDGE nodes are to be added to the rolling stock itself, and as
such, they have:

(1) Limited resources—There will be limited mounting space and energy supplied to
the node. Care must be taken to minimize these aspects, resulting in predictably low
computational and storage resources. Each edge node must be able to process all data
collected from the set of IoT devices in the assigned rolling stock, or railway section.
It is not that data from each sensor may not be offloaded to a different edge node then
the one that was initially assigned;

(2) Infrequent connectivity—The rolling stock will not have network connectivity over
an entire voyage; in particular, there may only be connectivity close to each station or
smaller sections of the voyage.

The first limitation is directly connected to Research Question Q3, to be analyzed in
Section 5. Therefore, there is a need to reduce the number of components integrated into the
implementation. The second limitation is that most of the internal data flow is independent
of external connectivity issues. Only the Event Output requires connectivity for successfully
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completing the delivery of Events. If the Event Output implements some buffering mech-
anism, previously processed Events may be delivered as connectivity becomes available.
They may also be discarded if the buffer is full, in order to reduce back-pressure on the
Event Output. The following section describes the technological solutions that were chosen
as implementations for the components presented in Section 3.

3.2.1. Apache Kafka for Messaging and Storage

The AMM interconnects the components of the architecture. The choice of this ele-
ment presents an initial limitation in the choice of the following components, as they must
support the chosen AMM as the internal interface. Additionally the AMM can become a
bottleneck point, by limiting the volume at which data are distributed among components.
Apache Kafka is an example of an AMM that fulfills this requirement. Apache Kafka offers
a solution that has been proven to be scalable in handling large volumes of messages [38]
in a fault-tolerant fashion and, as such, is a common choice for Stream Processing architec-
tures [10,34]. As previously stated, Apache Kafka is a notable example of an AMM as it
supports the long-lived persistence of messages contained in topics. With the objective of
reducing the number of components, as a step to reduce resource usage, Apache Kafka was
chosen also to serve the role of Local Storage.

The Kafka ecosystem offers a number of technological components for integration with
external systems, in particular Kafka Connect [39] and Kafka Mirrormaker v2 [40]. Kafka
Connect offers a framework for developing workers integrated with the Apache Kafka
cluster. The workers may be used to collect and output data to external systems. Kafka
Mirrormaker v2, in its second version, uses the capabilities provided by Kafka Connect to
interconnect a local Apache Kafka cluster with one or more remote Apache Kafka clusters.

3.2.2. Distributing Data Reports and Events

Considering Apache Kafka as the AMM, an integration with its ecosystem offers a
natural extension of its functionalities. Kafka Mirrormaker v2, in particular, can offer the
capabilities expected from the Event Output component. In contrast with architectures
where the nodes used in the Edge Layer are interconnected, as a single Apache Kafka
cluster, with the nodes of the Cloud Layer, in the Ferrovia 4.0 project, it is assumed that
there are extended periods of interrupted networking between layers. Additionally, only a
subset of topics, those containing Events, will require distribution to the Cloud Layer.

Kafka Mirrormaker v2 operates by creating pairs of workers that subscribe to a config-
urable list of topics from the local cluster and publish them to the remote cluster. These pairs
are connected by internal buffers. Together with the local persistence of topics, it allows for
the composition of a push-like Event Output during periods of network connection.

The IoT devices considered in the use case require lightweight communication proto-
cols, so using Apache Kafka as the Data Collection is not an acceptable option based on the
amount of resources consumed by the IoT devices. Furthermore, the initial implementation
case for the case study was a set of LoRa devices, which will have their messages exposed
though a local MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker. As such, it was defined that the
Data Collection be an MQTT broker, in common use among IoT-based solutions. This
resulted in two possible architectures for the use case:

(1) K0-WC (with Connect)—This architecture continues the path of using existing inte-
grations from the Kafka ecosystem by using Kafka Connect to read Data Reports from
the MQTT broker and inject them into Apache Kafka (see Figure 5a);

(2) K1-NC (without Connect)—As shown in Figure 5b, the architecture forgoes the closer
integration for a more lightweight approach, requiring that each topology in Apache
Storm consumes Data Reports directly from the MQTT broker.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. Implementation of the Ferrovia 4.0 architectures. (a) K0-WC uses Kafka Connect to integrate
the MQTT source. (b) No Kafka Connect is used by K1-NC, instead consuming the MQTT source
directly. Kubernetes implicitly uses Grafana [41] and Prometheus [42] for resource monitoring.

3.2.3. Apache Storm

Figure 5a,b also reflect the choice of the Stream Processing component, in this case
being Apache Storm [17]. The combination of Apache Storm with Apache Kafka, for Stream
Processing, has, as already noted, shown previous validation in the literature [35,36]. The
implementations of the generic pipeline, discussed in Section 3.1, are presented for each
architectural proposal. The Input Stage step was mapped into a Spout, while all others
were mapped into Bolts.

The generic pipeline was implemented as described below. The processing steps
depend on the Data Models, identified by source MQTT/Apache Kafka topic, which define
the processing details in each Bolt. Section 4 gives details on a specific dataset and the
configurations supplied as part of its Data Model. The mapping between steps and Bolts is:

(1) Input Stage—While following the same sequence, K0-WC uses a KafkaSpout to
access the Apache Kafka broker and K1-NC uses an MqttSpout to access the MQTT
broker. For K1-NC, the read-time timestamp is inserted. For K0-WC, the write-time is
obtained from the Apache Kafka topic;

(2) Mapping Stage—A generic Bolt converts Data Reports into Data Points, associating
the MQTT/Kafka topic with the Data Model;

(3) Windowing and Aggregation Stages—These two stages are implemented as a single
Bolt, a WindowedAggregator. The Data Points are grouped in a rolling window by
time interval, using the injected timestamps. As a default value, a windowing value
of 5 s was selected;

(4) Predictive Stage—During the initial development phase of the project, with domain
knowledge still being gathered, a more simple approach, the CUSUM [43,44] method,
was selected, to detect changes in accelerator data. This corresponds to the implemen-
tation of a CusumBolt. Initially, Events are always transmitted, even when no change
is detected, with the current state of the aggregation;

(5) Output Stage—For both variations, a KafkaBolt is implemented to inject Events into
Apache Kafka topics marked for distribution by Kafka Mirrormaker v2.

The initial behavior of the Predictive Stage is inherently inefficient and may be opti-
mized through fine-tuning, for example with a threshold mechanism that only sends Data
Reports above a certain variance threshold, as seen in [45]. This initial behavior is meant for
gathering domain knowledge on the sensor set to be used and stress testing during initial
development and is used to feed the required fine-tuning in further phases of the project.
Additionally, another important consideration is that of outliers in collected Data Reports
resulting from ambient noise and faults in the IoT devices. Initially, these considerations,
while important, are considered out of scope for the initial phase of development, where
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the purposed architecture was evaluated for an upper maximum processing limit. Once a
more significant body of domain knowledge on the set of sensors used has been collected,
the Predictive Stage may be further fine-tuned to consider outliers.

3.2.4. Orchestrator and Resource Monitoring

While implementing the prototype, an additional concern is that of easily managing
resource usage in a diverse technology stacks while combining different workloads and
integrating monitoring. For this purpose, the use case was implemented over a Kuber-
netes [33] stack; in particular, Microk8s [46,47] was selected as a lightweight distribution of
Kubernetes. Figure 5a,b do not depict the monitoring infrastructure. This capability is not
discussed in the definition of the framework, as it is not a strict requirement of an edge Stream
Processing system. It is, in any case, a requirement of any real computational system to be
deployed in production. A common choice for monitoring resources in systems orchestrated
with Kubernetes is a combination of Prometheus [42] and Grafana [41]. Microk8s, in particular,
offers a plugin that adds these components without an additional configuration, to monitor
resource usage by containers. Prometheus runs scraping jobs to build a time series database,
while Grafana allows for the deployment of dashboards and the extraction of collected metrics.
This infrastructure is used in the following sections to obtain usage metrics during testing.

4. Testing Methodology

The following section presents the testing methodology used for evaluating the pro-
posed implementations in the context of the railway domain.

4.1. Dataset

As a part of the load testing process, it is necessary to obtain volumes and rates of
input data similar to, and slightly higher than, those of the real sensors. In this context,
an auxiliary software component, called the InputGenerator, was developed to be used as
the Data Source, given an initially supplied dataset. The dataset may then be replayed at
different input rates and different Data Collections as required. In order to approximate
the expected usage of the nodes in the use case, the evaluation process used a dataset
previously collected in the context of Ferrovia 4.0. An example of the dataset was made
available by one of the project partners (Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do
Porto, https://paginas.fe.up.pt/, accessed on 20 December 2022) and is composed of a set
of measurements of seven accelerometers installed on-board a train carriage. The dataset
was stored as a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file, where each line corresponds to a
measurement for the seven accelerometers and the associated metadata and has a variable
size. Each line was reproduced as it was stored, corresponding to an individual Data
Report. Under these conditions, each Data Report had, on average, a size of 150 bytes with
a minimum size of 137 bytes and a maximum size of 162 bytes. In the described dataset,
there were only 8599 unique Data Reports values. As such, the dataset was repeated by
the InputGenerator to obtain the required number of Data Reports. For each run of all test
cases, a total of 100,000 Data Reports were written into the system.

4.2. Metrics

For the performance comparison among the use cases, the following metrics were
considered.

4.2.1. Latency

Latency is defined as the time each message spends inside the IRONEDGE node. The
latency of writing to the MQTT broker and to the remote Cloud Layer was not considered,
as the study, in this development phase, was focused on the processing limitations of
the architectural variations. This latency was measured as the difference between two
timestamps: the Input Timestamp and the Output Timestamp. As already stated, the origin
of the Input Timestamp has two possible mechanisms. Either it is directly supplied by

https://paginas.fe.up.pt/
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the Spout in K1-NC or it is extracted from the Apache Kafka topic, corresponding to the
CreateTime timestamp inserted by Kafka Connect, in K0-WC. The Output Timestamp is
obtained after each test run from the Apache Kafka cluster used as the Cloud Layer. Once
again, these timestamps are of the CreateTime type, corresponding to the moment each
message is passed to the network by the producers in Kafka Mirrormaker v2.

4.2.2. Actual Throughput

Throughput is defined as the number of Events processed and successfully written
into the Cloud Layer until an upper time limit, defined in Section 4.3. For the pipelines
examined, each instance of a Data Report always results in one Event being sent to the
Cloud Layer.

4.2.3. Loss Rates

Loss rates are defined as the percentage of Events that are never received by the Cloud
Layer, for the upper time limit, defined in Section 4.3. For these pipelines, each instance of
a Data Report always results in one Event being sent to the Cloud Layer.

4.2.4. Memory Utilization

Memory utilization is defined as the average percentage of memory utilized by all
components integrated in Kubernetes, from the arrival of the first Data Report in the
IRONEDGE node to the last Event received in the Cloud Layer. This value is collected by
the monitoring infrastructure, as reported by Prometheus.

4.2.5. CPU Utilization

CPU utilization is defined as the average percentage of memory utilized by all compo-
nents integrated in Kubernetes, from the arrival of the first Data Report in the IRONEDGE
node to the last Event received in the Cloud Layer. This value is collected by the monitoring
infrastructure, as reported by Prometheus.

4.2.6. Log Time

The log time is defined as a measurement of the “spreading” of Events delivered to
the Cloud Layer, that is the time difference between the arrival of the first Event to the
Cloud Layer and the last.

4.3. Testing Conditions

All tests were performed using a single machine, with the characteristics described in
Table 2.

Table 2. Testing node machine parameters.

Resources Details

CPU cores 4
Memory 8 Gb
Storage 128 Gb
Network 1 Gpbs vNIC
Operating system Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS
Kernel 5.4.0-99-generic

The effect on latency resulting from the communication protocols was eliminated, as
the current phase of development was focused on the limitations imposed by the chosen
local implementation of the node on the available processing capacity. With this objective,
the previously described InputGenerator was directly connected though a local Ethernet
link and injected the generated Data Reports in the co-located MQTT broker. The effect
of connectivity with the Cloud Layer was also not considered, as latency was measured
only until the Events exited the node. Additionally, consider Table 3, which presents the
configuration settings for the different components. Based on best practices, the chosen
configuration aimed to achieve a balanced node with existing resources. Under the listed
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conditions, the node was subjected to write rates between 1000 Data Reports per second
and 14,000 Data Reports per second. As stated, the dataset for the case study was repeated
to achieve a total of 100,000 individual Data Reports in each test run. For each pair of
architecture variation and target rate, there were a total of five test runs. This means that the
presented values were the average of processing a total of 500,000 Data Reports, at different
points in time. The upper limit of 14,000 was chosen as it was the point that both architecture
variations started displaying loss rates above 1%. Each test run was defined as starting
with the arrival of the first Data Report in the IRONEDGE node and ending either with
the 100,000th Event received in the Cloud Layer or an upper time limit of 120 s. Section 5
presents the results of the described methodology and their corresponding discussion.

Table 3. Non-default configurations used for the components.

Parameters Value Default

Apache Storm

topology.stats.sample.rate 0.001 1
topology.producer.batch.size 5000 1
topology.executor.receive.buffer.size 32,000 1

Mosquitto

listener 1883 -
allow_anonymous true false

Apache Kafka

offsets.topic.replication.factor 1 3
transaction.state.log.replication.factor 1 3
transaction.state.log.min.isr 1 2
inter.broker.protocol.version 3.1 N.A

Kafka Mirrormaker v2

offset.flush.timeout.ms 20,000 5000
producer.buffer.memory 2,194,304 33,554,432
max.request.size 2,194,304 1,048,576
batch.size 524,288 16,384
max.poll.records 20,000 500
config.namestorage.replication.factor −1 3
offset.storage.replication.factor −1 3
status.storage.replication.factor −1 3

Kafka Connect

config.namestorage.replication.factor −1 3
offset.storage.replication.factor −1 3
status.storage.replication.factor −1 3

5. Results and Comparison

Consider the two different implementations presented in Section 3.2 and the previously
described testing conditions from Section 4.

5.1. Resource Usage

Figure 6 depicts the averaged values for the memory and CPU utilization. Regarding
the memory, the average utilization varied between 71.2% and 71.8% for K0-WC, corre-
sponding to a range of 0.6%. For K1-NC, there was a wider variation, between 67.3% and
70.7%, for a range of 3.4%. Related to the CPU, the average utilization showed variations
between 58.1% and 63.4% for K0-WC and 50.8% and 55% for K1-NC. This corresponds to
variation ranges of 5.3% and 4.2%.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. Resource usage for each implementation and Data Reports’ rate. (a) Average memory
utilization. (b) Average CPU utilization.

It is clear that, comparing K0-WC and K1-NC, the introduction of Kafka Connect, as
expected, increased the overall resource usage. The increase was minimal for memory
utilization, corresponding to an increase of, at most, 4.4%. For CPU utilization, this increase
was more significant, reaching upwards of 12.5%. Additionally, for both implementations,
there was no significant increase in resource usage resulting from the increased rates of
Data Reports. On the contrary, there was an overall decrease in CPU utilization for both
implementations.

5.2. Loss Rates and Latency

Consider now Figure 7, which presents the recorded loss rates and average latency.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Implementation performance measured as loss rates and latency, for each implementation
and Data Reports’ rate. (a) Loss rates. (b) Average end-to-end latency.

In Figure 7a, for K0-WC, there was significant loss starting from only 2000 Data
Reports per second, at 16.3%, and reaching a peak of 90.6% for 14,000 Data Reports per
second. Contrary to K1-NC, no loss was recorded until the test case for 14,000 Data Reports
per second, at 1.5%. As this marks the point at which both implementations exceeded a
maximum acceptable level of 1% of loss for the Data Reports, this was chosen as the cut-off
point for further test cases. For the average latency, as presented in Figure 7b, once again,
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K1-NC showed significant performance increases when compared with K0-WC. There
was a decrease in average latency from 52.2 ms to 19.8 ms. This gap in latency increased
significantly for higher Data Report rates. The collected data suggest, therefore, that the
observed increase in pressure on the limited computing resources was sufficient to prevent
the accurate processing of received Data Reports in a timely fashion. The average latency
values for K1-NC never exceeded 275.2 ms, for 8000 Data Reports per second. While
K0-WC showed a maximum of 55.042 ms, this was a full 55.042 s to deliver the Events
resulting from each Data Report, for 14,000 Data Reports per second. The occurrence of
latency peaks at 8,000 Data Reports per second is of particular interest. This effect may
be explained by the internal batching size used in Apache Storm, which was set to 5000
records, as previously shown in Table 3.

For 8000 Data Reports, the last 3000 had to wait for the eventual arrival of additional
messages over the next second, increasing the average latency. For 10,000 Data Reports, two
batches may be created in the same second, resulting in a decrease. This effect continued
for 12,000 and 14,000 Data Reports, but the first 10,000 Data Reports that were successfully
batched attenuated the effect when considering the average latency. From the loss rate
and latency, it is clear that the removal of Kafka Connect as an interconnecting component
offered significant performance improvements for the proposed architecture. This is in
spite of the fact that Figure 6 shows that resource usage did not increase with higher Data
Reporting rates.

5.3. Actual Throughput and Log Time

Recall that, for both K0-WC and K1-NC, the Data Reports all originated in a single
Data Source and were sequentially inserted into the Data Collection. Figure 8a shows the
actual throughput of the system, measured as the rate at which Events were written into
the Cloud Layer. Figure 8b shows the log time, the average time spent delivering all valid
Events to the Cloud Layer.

(a) (b)
Figure 8. Implementation performance measured as throughput and log time, for each implementa-
tion and Data Reports’ rate. (a) Actual throughput. (b) Log time.

For both figures, the implementations displayed similar behavior for the test case of
1000 Data Reports per second, but differed significantly for all higher rates. In the case of
actual throughput, both implementations initially matched the Data Report rate, where
both had a 0% loss. For higher rates, K0-WC clearly showed low throughput resulting from
high losses. K1-NC, in contrast, showed an increase in throughput, but never matched
the input rate for the Data Reports. For example, for 12,000 and 14,000 Data Reports per
second, the throughput was limited to 4610.3 and 4146.2 Events per second, respectively.
Coupled with the low loss rates already verified in Figure 7, this displays a spreading effect
in internal processing. Due to the fact that the implementation consumes Data Reports at a
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much faster rate than it can process and deliver them to the Cloud Layer, as such, the total
time taken to deliver Events will tend to be the same as or higher than the time taken to
consume Data Reports. As already noted for the recorded latency, this appears to be due to
the internal batching size set by Apache Storm to 5000 Data Reports per batch.

These effects were also reflected in the log time. After initially matching the behavior,
K0-WC showed high log times, starting at 152,826.6 ms for 2000 Data Reports per second
and lowering to 103,647.8 ms for 14,000 Data Reports per second. In addition to the high
loss rate, this high log time indicates that the system is losing messages that it cannot
process. However, as the internal state progressed, it accepted messages received later.
Identifying which component, or set of components, is shedding messages would require
more detailed delivery metrics taken at the boundaries of each component. For K1-N, the
recorded log time showed a more stable behavior, with no particular trend to be identified.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a framework guiding architectural designs for nodes in “Smart Infrastruc-
ture” scenarios was proposed. The framework identifies a set of components/functionalities
that are common across multiple proposals in the existing literature. This framework is
named IRONEDGE. A specific use case, related to monitoring rolling stock in the Ferrovia
4.0 project, was presented. This study case covered two limitations on the edge node:
(i) limited computational resources and (ii) periods without network connectivity to the
Cloud Layer.

Following the proposed framework, two architectures were defined for the case
study. Both variations followed a pattern, also presented in recent literature, of combining
Kubernetes for orchestration and Apache Kafka for the data distribution with a Stream
Processing system (Apache Storm for this study case). Both differ in the integration of IoT
sensors that use MQTT for message delivery. K0-WC uses Kafka Connect to pass messages
from MQTT to Apache Kafka. K1-NC allows Apache Storm to consume messages directly.

As a response to Research Question Q3, the two architectures were compared for
different Data Report rates. K1-NC offered, for the available computational resources, both
overall lower Event loss and lower processing latency. For the K0-WC scenario, the figures
showed an almost stable CPU and memory utilization, with a slight decrease in the CPU
utilization when more Events were dropped. For this scenario, the optimal number of
messages per second was 2000, since it had a higher processing rate than 1000, even with
a loss of 16.306%, while the 4000 case had a loss higher than 50%, at 54.888%. For the
K1-NC scenario, the figures showed that the CPU utilization had some variations, but not
very significant ones. The optimal scenario was 14,000 since the loss of 1.45% resulted in
the processing of 13,797 messages per second, a number larger than the 12,000 previously
considered. Considering a maximum of a 1% loss of Events received in less than 120 s,
the upper limit was set at 12,000 Data Reports per second. K1-NC should be the chosen
variation for the study case, with the disadvantage that the internal communication flow
became fragmented, with the responsibility of managing the Data Collection from different
Data Sources being delegated to Apache Storm.

For future work, the authors will mainly consider the need to extend the evaluation
that was carried out over the K1-NC architectural variation. In particular, the reliability
of using Kafka Mirrormaker v2 as the Event Output component should be evaluated by
introducing randomized network faults in the connection between the Edge Layer and
Cloud Layer, as well as the effect on latency resulting from the communication protocols
used for connectivity with both the Data Sources and the Cloud Layer. As the Ferrovia 4.0
project used as a study case advances the need to evaluate the proposed implementation
with multiple Apache Storm pipelines, supporting different sensor types will also arise.
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